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Aesthetic of Demolition 

Top: Stulploi Dan Havel's 
original drawing loi Inwtsion. 

Photo series, lop: [hi west 
exleiioi wall lacing Mooliose 
fioulevatd wemed to he 
constantly in the pmess 
of exploding. 
(titter: [he vorlox rotilMued 
through the conter ot its 
modest host dwolliogs. 
Bottom: tmmm\ rail end 
spilled out onto the giound. 

Inversion 
May 21-September 27, 2005 
I006-IOOK Willard Street 

Reviewed by Patrick Pel en 

The quick ink sketch above clarifies the 
idea behind Inversion, but it can't cap-
ture the arresting nature of the artwork 
itself. The frozen explosion of wood 
siding th.it resulted from these modest 
drawings slowed traffic on Montrose 
Boulevard for weeks. 

The two dilapidated wood-cot-
tages-citm-arr-classronms that became 
Inversion had outlived their usefulness 
to the Art league <il Houston when 
Executive Director Debbie McNuliy 
invited Dan Havel and Dean Ruck, two 
I louston sculptors with a history of 
architectural revision, to create a final 
use for them. As conceived and executed, 
the work partially consumed the two 
ioii|Diiied buildings in the process of 
its making. Havel and Ruck harvested 
siding from the buildings' exterior and 
recombined this detritus into a vortex 
reminiscent of a tornado funnel, cut 
east-to-west through the buildings' cores. 
(The artists normally work independent-
ly, but collaborated nine years previously 
on " O House" with Kate 1'erley [Cite 
36, Spring 1SJ96), boarding up and then 
hollowing out a dilapidated bungalow in 
Houston's West Knd to create a room-
scale camera obscura.) 

Over a period of three intense 
weekends of work in early May, I lavel 
and Ruck produced their installation 
via simultaneous actions of unbuilding 
and building, performed surreptitiously 
if audibly behind the houses' walls, up 
until the critical moment of unveiling. 
The pair advanced the vortex's construc-
tion to the west exterior wall and then 
broke through it, revealing the project's 
existence to the passing traffic on 
Montrose Boulevard. 

Local enthusiasm for Inversion gen-
erated discussions of relocating it to a 
permanent setting. Its image circulated 

across this country and abroad. The fact 
that the final demolition of Inversion 
was postponed due to the expected near-
Houston landfall of Hurricane Rita, the 
second of two closely occurring natural 
disasters to devastate the upper Gull 
Coast, is ironic. The devastation wrought 
by the recent hurricanes exposed us to 
images more terrifyingly sublime than this 
modest assemblage, but somehow linked 
to it by its reference to nature's 
raw power. 

But in contrast to this reading of arr-
as-symbol, the real power of rhis work 
stems from the particularity of the stick-
In -stick procedure employed to ground 
viewers in the empirical fact of the thing, 
its American wood-frame construction. 
In an essay on the conceptual ambiguity 
of the American timber frame, architec-
tural educator Tom Peters writes that tin-
advantage of the American timber frame 
is that it is a-systematic. Its process resem-
bles Dada, involving a "creative misun-
derstanding" of the formal logic oi build-
ing. In illustration, the disquiet observed 
in inversion is the product of the juxtapo-
sition of an over-scaled orifice inhabiting 
such a modest host dwelling, large holes 
in buildings ibis small should cause fail-
ure, but did not, even under 1 lottston's 
share of Rita's high force winds. 

At the moment of final dismantling, 
the artists were asked about their emo-
tional response to the loss of their art-
work. Havel explained that the process 
of its demolition had begun at the outset. 
Far from being a fixed object. Inversion 
was an arrested moment in the continuous 
process of destruction of the building— 
and an echo of more natural processes. 
As the concluding phase of Inversion's 
aesthetic ot demolition, the actual dis-
mantling was efficient and uncelebrated. 
According to I lavel, the backhoe operator 
charged with the task noted with pride 
that he had completed his assignment five 
minutes ahead of an estimated 45. He 
added, "This is my art." • 


